ABSTRACT
This application report discusses how to set up the UCD90xxx (excluding the UCD908x) Sequencer integrated circuits so that they can measure voltages which can represent voltage, current, and temperature measurements of power supplies. Note that although monitoring is essential for sequencing, this document does not cover setting up for sequencing.

The example discussed in this document strongly focuses on using the UCD9012x evaluation module (EVM), but the concepts discussed apply to any particular system in which a UCD90xxx device is embedded. From a setup point of view, all configurations are made using the Fusion Digital Power™ designer software. The commands that system designers need to implement in their system to interact with the UCD9012x using PMBus in the application circuit are discussed in the last section of this report.

Note that in the example used, it is recommended that jumpers J22, J25, J30, and J33 are removed. These connections are specific for power supply margining which is discussed in another document (SLVA375).
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Setting Up a Rail for Voltage Monitoring

The UCD90xxx devices have multiple MON pins that give access to the ADC. The ADC has an internal 2.5V reference which requires that the MON pins do not exceed 2.5 V for proper results across all measurement range. Any of the MON pins can be selected for monitoring voltage. Based on expected voltage range (max 2.5 V input) decide if a resistor voltage divider is needed. The typical circuit for voltage monitoring looks like Figure 1. When creating a layout, ensure that connection is as close as possible to monitored voltage source (Kelvin Connection). Due to the fact that the ADC input is single ended with reference to device VSS, ensure that the UCD90xxx ground connections are separated from high current ground return paths of the application system.

![Figure 1. Voltage Monitoring Circuit (Power Supply > 2.5V)](image)

Each UCD90xxx device supports up to a given number of rails. Every rail must contain at least one of the following: voltage measurement, current measurement, temperature measurement, a power-supply enable and a margining output. For this discussion the first rail that is set up is Rail #1 which corresponds to a 3.5-V power supply that is included in the UCD9012x EVM (HPA459). Before configuring, first ensure that the EVM is connected so that the UCD9012x can monitor voltage from the 3.5-V power supply. Using the HPA459 Rev. A board schematic and layout as reference, locate the J38 connection and place a shunt jumper to it. This gives access to the power supply enable pin. On the EVM, locate J20 connection, and place a shunt jumper across pins 1 and 2 of J20. This makes an internal connection to the MON1 pin of the UCD9012x and the 3.5-V power supply. On the EVM, locate J34 connection, and place a shunt jumper connecting pins 1 and 2 to connect to the pullup to 3.3 V forcing the power-supplyenable to always be asserted.

Once the circuit connections have been made, Rail #1 is ready to be configured. Using the Fusion Digital Power™ software select Pin Assignment from the tab menu within the Configure function. All rails that are configured are listed in the Rails section. Confirm that Rail #1 is set to monitor voltage using MON1. This must be true if this exercise was started using an UCD9012x that was not configured. Notice that in the Rails section, Rail #1 is listed with Pin 1 MON1 under the Voltage column and Pin 11 GPIO1 under the Enable column. To demonstrate that having an enable setup is not required for measuring voltage; the GPIO1 is reconfigured as a GPO. The instructions to change the function of GPIO1 are just for demonstration purposes, and GPO configurations are discussed in more detail in a GPO dedicated section. Configuring a rail that does not show in the Rails section is discussed later in this document.
To reconfigure GPO1 so that it does not act as an enable, click on Pin11 GPIO1 under the Enable column, and select the link message that is on top of the screen (Figure 3). Within the GPO section, click on Add GPO. A GPO is assigned automatically. If this GPO is not GPIO1, then click on the GPIO name so that the GPO can be reassigned (Figure 4). Select GPIO1 from the GPOs available list (Figure 5).

Figure 2. Pin Assignment Screen Within the Configure Function

Figure 3. Delete GPIO1 from Rail #1
Notice that when changing configurations of the GPIOs, an orange ball with a U shows. This indicates that a change has been requested with the software but, that it has not been written to the IC yet. To complete writing the value to the IC, click on the Write to Hardware button on the top left of the screen (Figure 6).
Going forward in the document, it is expected that all writes are completed accordingly whenever writing a value is instructed. It is unnecessary to click Write to Hardware after every immediate change of values. When making several changes, the user can wait until completing all changes before clicking on Write to Hardware. The orange U balls remains on the screen until actually writing to the IC. The write to hardware is simply writing to RAM. Any IC resets causes a loss of changes that are not committed to data flash.

The reason for selecting MON1 as the monitor pin is due to the hardwired connections that are in the HPA459 EVM. Although in this example it is Rail #1 that is being configured, this does not mean that MON1 has to be used for Rail #1 on every customer application.

Now that Rail #1 is confirmed to be linked to MON1, select Other Config from the Menu Tabs. Given that when a voltage measurement is the measurement of interest, the focus is on setting the Vout Scale Monitor. The Vout Scale Monitor is within the Scaling section. The maximum voltage that can be measured by the UCD9012x ADC is 2.5 V. Any voltage expected to be higher than this must be scaled externally before reaching any of the MON pins. For demonstration purposes, the EVM already has voltage dividers at each MON pin. The voltage dividers reduce the input voltage to half. The Vout Scale Monitor must be set so that the UCD9012x reports measured voltage based on the actual power supply voltage and not the direct input voltage to the MON pin. In this case, the Vout Scale Monitor is set to 0.500 (Figure 7).
So far, this exercise has considered only the minimum requirement when using the UCD9012x to measure any voltage applied to a given MON pin. To verify the measurement seen by the UCD9012x, click on the Monitor function. The last numeric measurement value for Rail #1 in the Readings section labeled as Vout #1 can be seen as well as the plot of the latest measurements. If the plot is not visible, ensure that Vout is checked in the Show/Hide Plots: section (Figure 8).

2 Setting Up a Rail for Current Monitoring

Setting up current monitoring is very easy if you understood how to do voltage monitoring. The UCD90xxx ADC inputs truly measure voltage signals. To obtain a current measurement we need to let the UCD90xxx know what voltage to current conversion it must do so that it can report its measurements in actual units of current (mA).
The most common way to measure a current flow is to measure the voltage across a resistor that is in the series path of the current flow. The sense resistor is selected so that it does not incur a significant voltage drop when the maximum expected current flows through it. System designers would have to select them based on their current requirements. The UCD90xxx ADC only has single input and is referenced with respect to IC VSS. It is ideal that a circuit is used to convert the voltage across the sense resistor which is likely to be on the high side of a power supply current path to a voltage amplified and referenced to VSS.

The INA196 is a current shunt monitor that can be used to measure the voltage across the current sense resistor and provide a voltage signal with a gain of 20 back to the UCD90xxx monitor inputs (Figure 9). When creating layout, ensure that connections to sense resistor are Kelvin Connection. The current to voltage circuit is to be expected as part of the UCD90xxx circuit for which all circuitry other than sense resistor should not be in the high current ground paths.

![Figure 9. Current Monitoring Circuit Using the INA196](image)

The UCD9012x EVM has an INA196 current shunt monitor IC that takes a differential voltage input and amplifies it 20 times out to a single voltage output. The voltage provided in the input is the current that flows through a 100-mΩ, ½-W sense resistor. The current to be measured is a 24-Ω resistor in series with the 100-mΩ sense resistor loading the 3.5-V Rail #1 that was set up in our voltage monitoring example.

The EVM board connections for current monitoring consist of connecting pins 5 and 6 (Current VR1) of J28 with a shunt jumper. This will connect the INA196 circuit with the MON3 input of the UCD9012x. For now, ensure that J26 connection is open on the EVM disconnecting the Rail #1 power supply from the load.

On the Fusion GUI, while in the Configure function, select Pin Assignment from the Menu Tab. Associate the current monitoring to be set up with Rail #1. Click on the <None> under the Current column (Figure 10). Select MON3 from the list of MON inputs (Figure 11).
Select Other Config from the Menu Tab. Verify that Rail #1 is selected from drop down list at the top right of the screen. The Iout Cal Gain is in terms of mΩ. In this example the gain is determined as 100 mΩ times 20 (from the INA196 gain) and then divided by 2 (due to the voltage divider at the MON3 input) giving a final Iout Cal Gain of 1000 mΩ. Write 1000.00 into the Iout Cal Gain. If necessary the Iout Cal Offset can provide some adjustments for the current measurement.

Go to the Monitor function and check for the current measurement for Rail #1. If the Measurement Plot does not show, make sure to have it checked on the top left of the Monitor screen. Notice that current is close to 0 A. Connect a shunt jumper to J26 (connecting the load). See that the current measurement rises close to 0.14 A (Figure 12).
3 Setting Up a Rail for Temperature Monitoring

To measure temperature using the UCD9012x EVM it is required to configure the circuit accordingly. The UCD9012x EVM has a temperature monitor IC (Figure 13) that converts IC ambient temperature sensed to voltage defined by the linear function $V_{out(V)} = 0.01V/°C \times T(°C) + 0.5V$. This IC is in a connection path to MON2 input of the UCD9012x. To connect the MON2 input to the temperature sensing IC, connect J24 with a jumper shunt so that only pins 5 and 6 of J24 are shorted. To bypass the voltage divider at the MON2 input, short pins 2 or 4 of J24 with test point TP15 using a jumper wire.

![Temperature Monitoring Circuit in UCD9012x EVM](image)

Assign the MON2 to Rail #1 temperature monitoring. On the Fusion GUI, while in the Configure function, select Pin Assignment from the Menu Tab. Click on the <None> under the Temperature column for Rail #1. Select MON2 from the list of MON inputs. MON2 is used in this example because of fixed connections at EVM. Any MON input could be used in any other application system.

For the UCD9012x to report the voltage input in units of °C the Temp Cal Gain must be set accordingly. The Temp Cal Gain is in units of °C/V. Take the temperature to voltage function and express to solve for °C and obtain $T(°C) = 100 \times V_{out(V)} – 50$. Based on a linear equation of type $y = mx + b$ in which $m = \Delta y / \Delta x$ and $b$ is the value of $y$ when $x = 0$ then we determine that Temp Cal Gain = 100°C/V and Temp Cal Offset = –50°C.
Go to the Monitor function and check for the temperature measurement for Rail #1. If the Measurement Plot does not show, make sure to have Ext Temp checked on the top left of the Monitor screen. The temperature sensor IC is in the proximity of the 100 mΩ sense resistor used for current monitoring. Most of the temperature change for Rail #1 monitor will be due to power dissipation in sense resistor. Remove J26 to stop current flow in sense resistor to see how the temperature for Rail #1 drops (Figure 14). Replace the jumper and see how the temperature rises.

![Figure 14. Rail #1 – Voltage, Current and Temperature Measurements](image)

### 4 Using PMBus to Read Measurements

The information discussed in this section references to *UCD90xxx Sequencer and System Health Controller PMBus Command Reference (SLVU352)* and the *PMBus Power System Management Protocol Specification Part II - Command Language, Revision 1.1, dated 5 February 2007* available from [www.pmbus.org](http://www.pmbus.org). Refer to these documents for more detailed understanding of the PMBus commands available to use with the UCD90xxx devices.

We will list in this section I²C commands needed to implement different PMBus commands. All byte values are represented in hexadecimal format. This is the code to understand all I²C communication that occurs:

- [St] - This is the I²C Start bit.
- [Sr] - This is the I²C Restart bit. It is identical to the Start bit.
- [Sp] - This is the I²C Stop bit.
- [A] - This is the I²C Acknowledge bit.
- [N] - This is I²C No Acknowledge bit or NACK.
- [AddrW] - This is the I²C device address with the Write bit.
- [AddrR] - This is the I²C device address with the Read bit.
- [W:x55] - This is an example of a write byte for value 55 hexadecimal.
- [R:Data_n] - This is to indicate that a byte is being read by the I²C master. The n subscript is an ordered integer use to distinguish multiple bytes read back. Data_1 would be the MSB and Data_2 the LSB for two bytes read.

#### 4.1 Reading Voltage

Here’s an example on how to read the voltage from a measurement in Rail #1. To read a voltage measurement, you read two PMBus commands and make a calculation. The voltage is calculated as Voltage = V x 2^X; in which V is the 16-bit unsigned integer obtained from the READ_VOUT command and X is the 5-bit signed two's complement integer obtained from the VOUT_MODE command.

- **Select the Rail:** Given that there’s only one READ_VOUT command and multiple rails to which the
READ_VOUT command may be associated with, then the first thing that must be done before attempting to read voltage is to specify what rail it is associated with. The PAGE command (0x00) is used to designate which rail is associated with any PMBus command that has a PAGE scope. Table 1 shows the relationship between the desired rail and the value for the PAGE command. Our example is based on Rail #1 which gives us the value 0 for PAGE. The highest rail value possible will be limited to the UCD90xxx device that is being used. For example the UCD90120 supports a maximum of 12 rails. See the device data sheet to determine the maximum number of rails that the device supports.

Write 0x00 to PAGE command (0x00).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Output Rail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Establish Range and Revolution:** PMBus allows to manage wide ranges of voltage measurements. The VOUT_MODE command is used for setting up the range and the resolution of all values related to output voltage. As defined in the PMBus specification, The VOUT_MODE is a one byte command in which bits [4:0] represent the 5-bit two's complement integer for the N exponent in the equation Voltage = V x 2^N. Table 2 represents the exponent value for the different ranges that are supported. Bits [7:5] represent the mode for which will always be LINEAR MODE [0x00] in the UCD90xxx devices. VOUT_MODE is a command that is expected to be written once during customer manufacturing. From a host perspective the I^2C master should only need to read VOUT_MODE once for each defined rail.

Read the exponent value from the VOUT_MODE command (0x20).

Let's assume that the data read back was 0x14 which when converting to two's complement for a 5-bit value gives -12 decimal. By looking at Table 2 observe that the maximum range for the rail voltage is 7.99988V, which is reasonable for a 3.5V rail.

- **Read the Voltage:** To read the V value for the equation Voltage = V x 2^N use command READ_VOUT (0x8B). The READ_VOUT is a two-byte command.

Read the V value from the READ_VOUT command (0x8B)

Let's assume that the data read back was Data_1 = 0x39 and Data_2 = 0x2C. The full value of V = 0x39 x 256 + 0x2C = 14636 decimal.

- **Calculate the Voltage Measurement:** Now we have all the data necessary to calculate the measured voltage. Solving the equation Voltage = V x 2^N

V = 14636 x 2^{-12} = 3.573 V
4.2 Reading Current

The current measurement must be associated with a rail. This example is based on a current that is assigned to Rail #1. Reading current can be seen as an extension of the process to read voltage measurement described above or as a measurement for a different rail. Reading one command is all that is needed to calculate the current measurement in units of Amperes. The current is calculated as Current = I × 2\(^X\); in which I is the 11-bit signed two's complement integer obtained from the 11 least significant bits of READ_IOUT and X is the 5-bit signed two's complement integer obtained from the 5 most significant bits of READ_IOUT.

- **Select the Rail:** If this process was done right after the previous voltage measurement reading example then there would be no need to set the PAGE command. When the current measurement reading is done after random system activity from which we can't guarantee that the PAGE is set appropriately it would be required to write the PAGE command as described in the previous example.

  **Read the I value and the exponent:** The READ_IOUT (0x8C) is a two-byte command that contains the exponent (X) and the I value for the equation Current = I × 2\(^X\).

  Read READ_IOUT command (0x8C)

  [St] [AddrW] [A] [W:x8C] [A] [Sr] [AddrR] [A] [R:Data_1] [A] [R:Data_2] [N] [Sp]

  Let's assume that the data read back was Data_1 = 0xA2 and Data_2 = 0x40. Breaking down to the 11 least significant bits you get that I = 576 decimal. The 5 most significant bits give you 20 decimal which its two's complement leads to an exponent of -12.

- **Calculate the Current Measurement:** Now we have all the data necessary to calculate the measured current.

  Solving the equation Current = I × 2\(^X\)

  Current = \(576 \times 2^{-12} = 0.140 \text{ A}\)

4.3 Reading Temperature

If the user understand how to make a current reading, then the user should have no problem learning how to make a temperature measurement reading. The command used for reading a temperature associated with a given rail is READ_TEMPERATURE_2 (0x8E). The calculated temperature measurement is in units of °C. The temperature is calculated as Temperature = T × 2\(^X\); in which T is the 11-bit signed two's complement integer obtained from the 11 least significant bits of READ_TEMPERATURE_2 and X is the 5-bit signed two's complement integer obtained from the 5 most significant bits of READ_TEMPERATURE_2.

- **Select the Rail:** The PAGE command is set just as it was done with voltage and current measurement readings.

  **Read the T value and the exponent:** The READ_TEMPERATURE_2 (0x8E) is a two-byte command that contains the exponent (X) and the T value for the equation Temperature = T × 2\(^X\).

  Read READ_TEMPERATURE_2 command (0x8E)

  [St] [AddrW] [A] [W:x8E] [A] [Sr] [AddrR] [A] [R:Data_1] [A] [R:Data_2] [N] [Sp]

  Let's assume that the data read back was Data_1 = 0xDB and Data_2 = 0x21. Breaking down to the 11 least significant bits you get that T = 801 decimal. The 5 most significant bits give you 27 decimal which its two's complement leads to an exponent of -5.

- **Calculate the Temperature Measurement:** Now we have all the data necessary to calculate the measured temperature.

  Solving the equation Temperature = T × 2\(^X\)

  Temperature = \(801 \times 2^{-5} = 25.03 \degree \text{C}\)

Knowing how to configure monitoring is essential for setting up power supply sequencing. Look for a separate application report within the UCD90xxx Product Web folders for how to setup sequencing at [www.ti.com](http://www.ti.com).
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